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the shipment. In contrast to his fellow artists Vasily Kandinsky and

Franz Marc-the organizers of the Blaue Reiter exhibition, whose

paintings were distinguished by their expressive colors and formal

daring-Klee's idiosyncratic drawings, many of them only post-

card size, had as yet excited little interest on the part of collectors

of contemporary at\ meeting with slight notice or even rejection

from the art press.

Klee had studied art on his own for four years while living at

his parents'house in Bern, Switzerland. Then in late November

1906 he had moved with his wife, Lil¡ to Munich, where he tried

to find a foothold-at first with little success in the local art world.

As late as 1911, Klee's friend Hans Bloesch, editor of Die Alþenra

Swiss cultural monthly in Bern, still found it necessary to challenge

the public's lack of understanding of Klee (frS. t). He wrote that

the response to Klee's art "has always been a cautious silence on

the part of the critics and helpless mystification on the part of the

public, which after the initial shock, in its hunger for making aes-

theticjudgments, has turned either scornfully or dismissively to-

ward more familiar grazing spots.... What Paul Klee is striving to

do is to express in art his own subjective way of seeing; his is an
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honest search for the appropriate means of expression for such

seeing and feeling."2

By the end of 1913, despite repeated efforts, Klee had cap-

tured the interest of only a single well-known collector, the Blaue

Reiter patron Bernhard Koehler, to whom he sold nine works. And

it was only recently that he had begun making a few straggling sales

from the exhibitions mounted by gallery owners Hans Goltz in Mu-

nich and Herwarth Walden in Berlin. Given this situation, the fact

that a high-profile collector like Eddy had expressed interest in

Klee's work seemed promising indeed. Eddy had begun collect-

ing art in 1884 at the age of twenty-five, had commissioned por-

traits of himself from Auguste Rodin and James McNeill S4ristler

(flg. 3), and had caused a stir in Munich's avant-garde circles in

1912 with his great enthusiasm for the work of Kandinsky.S The

Iarge shipment that immediately went to Eddy was part of Klee's

strategy of demonstrating the diversity of his offerings and thereby

stimulating the buyer's interest.

Germany-Mecca for Nineteenth-Century American Artists

A full two years earlier, Klee had made the following interesting

observation in Die Alþen regarding the importance of American

collectors to the Munich art market: "Munich has seen a number

of inroads made on its reputation as a fine art center, mainly as a re-

sult of the broad dissemination of French Impressionism. Evidence

Fig. 1

Paul Klee in Bern, Switzerland, 191I
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USS Leviathan steams into New York City harbor, 1925.

Cablecar turnabout, Powell at Market Streets, San Francisco, c. I925.
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Cover and page l7l of Broom 4,no.3 (February 1923). K)ee's Selbstmörder aufder
Bräche [Suicide on the BritlgQ Q913.100) is repLoduced.
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of this is the ominous fact that it is now Germany that is primarily

involved in the local market and no longer America as before'" 4

Klee's statement suggests that things had once been better in large

part because American artists and collectors had enlivened the local

scene. Until the 1890s,when Impressionism began to draw their at-

tention to Paris, Munich had been the chief focus of their interest.

It was not the flrst city in Germany to attract American artists'

In the mid nineteenth century an art center had developed in Düs-

seldorfaround an academy whose faculty enjoyed an outstanding

reputation.S The most important outlet for this school of painters

was NewYork's Düsseldorf Gallerywhich dominated the city's art

market at that time-it was there that the young Henry James de-

veloped his artistic tastes.6 But in the second half of the century

Düsseldorf's position as a magnet for American artists and collec-

tors was taken over by Munich. Between 1870 and 1900, nearþ

flve hundred American painters and sculptors (roughly a third of

them of German ancestry) came to the Bavarian capital for brief or

extended stays, studying either at the academy or privately'7 Some

American painters grouped themselves around their countryman

Franz Duveneck, adopting his free painting style and developing

an expressive, imaginative form of landscape painting (they came

to be known as the "Duveneck Boys"). Others made their way to

the Bavarian village of Polling,which became an American artists'

colony dominated byJ. Frank Currier.s

Klee frrst went to Munich in 1898 to study in the private paint-

ing class of Heinrich Knirr and with Franz von Stuck at the acad-

emy. At that time a number of Americans were still studying there ,

even though the American art world had largely shifted its atten-

tion to Paris. One of Klee's fellow students in Knirr's class was an

American by the name of David Karfunkle,who was later active in

New York as a painter.g

German Avant-Garde in Early Twentieth-Century America

Because of the shift of interest from Munich to Paris in the closing

years of the nineteenth century the art of Germany's early twentieth-

century avant-garde was slow to frnd admirers in the United States'

Movements like the Secession, to say nothing of such avant-garde

groups as Die Brücke or Der Blaue Reiter, made their impact there

considerably later than they had in Europe.r0 Instead American

notions of the European avant-garde were mainly influenced by
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Fig.2
ArdrurJerome Edd¡ n.d.

Fig. 3

James McNeill Whisú.er,Arrangement ín Flesh Colour and' Brown:

Portrait of ArthurJerome Edþ,1894. Oil on canvas,877/ex36%

inches (2 l0 x 93 cm). Art Institute of Chicago, Arthur Jerome Eddy

Memorial Collection, I93 l'501.
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French modernism. All the more remarkable, then, was the ,,Exhi-

bition of Contemporary German Graphic Art,'assembled by the

German art dealer and critic Martin Birnbaum on the model of the

Berlin Secession's t'Black-White,, exhibitions. He presented the

exhibition at the New York branch of the Berlin phorographic

Company in the winter of lg72-13. The core of his selection of
370 works was made up of pieces by such artists as Max Klinger,
Käthe Kollwitz,Maxliebermann, and Heinrich Vogler, but there
were also works by Marc, Kandinsk¡ Lyonel Feininger, Wilhelm
Lehmbruck, Moritz Melzer, Emil Nolde, and Max pechstein, to
name only the most prominent, all of them exhibiting for the first
time in America.ll

However limited it was, Birnbaum,s view of the essence of
German art-in his foreword to the catalogue, he insistecl that

"Germany's artistic genius has always been distinctly graphic"I2-
was in accord with contemporary thinking. Birnbaum,s annual
trips to Europe took him to German¡ Austro-Hungary and Scandi-
navia rather than Paris, and despite his narrow focus, he proved to
be a profound connoisseur and admirer of contemporary German
art movements. This was in contrast to Walt Kuhn, the organizer
of the Armory Show that opened in New york a few months later
in February 1913. Kuhn showed little interest in current develop-
ments in German¡ and except for Kandinsky,s legendary Imþro-
uisation No. 27 (I9I2)rhepaid no notice to the German avant-garde.

Birnbaum's show had already included Kandinsk¡ exhibiting the
artist's color lithograph Comþosítion Na 4 ( 19 I I ), which had been
reproduced inthe Der Blaue Reiter almanac. In his memoirs Birn-
baum rightly emphasized his trailblazing role: ,,The Armory Show,
a turning point in the development of American art, had not yet fa-
miliarized us with the work of these fGerman artists],who are now
enthusiastically accepted but were then treated like Anarchists.,,13

Fig.4
Paul Klee's entry regarding sales to
Arthur Jerorne Edd¡ æuvre catalogle,
KatalogA I 1883-1918.

Eddy and Klee

The exhibition ar rhe Berlin Photographic Company definitely
piqued the inreresr of people like photographer Alfred Stieglitz,
whose Galerie 291 wasjust around the corner.14 But Eddy's first
exposure to the German avant-garde was paradoxically through
the Armory Show15 Although rhe rwenry-five works Eddybought
at that exhibition were almost exclusively French, it was Kanclin-
sky's Imþrovisation No. 27-bought by Stiegli tz-thatmosr im_
pressed him. As a result, he called on Kandinsky in Munich that
same year and returned to America with eighteen of the artist,s
works.l6 Through his interest in Kandinsky and Marc, Eddy also
became acquainted with Klee, whose work he might have seen in
the second group show of the Munich gallery Neue Kunst Hans
Goltz and whom he possibly even met in Munich.17

Soon after Eddy's return to Chicago, Kleets American Express

shipment arrived. The range of the work astonished Eddy. Klee
had deliberately larded his selection with color or tonal water_

colors, assuming that they would appeal to the collector more than
drawings. And Eddy appeared to confirm those suspicions, writ-
ing to Klee: "I have never bought either etchings or small draw-
ings, because I cannot afford to buy all forms of art, so I confine
myself almost exclusively to paintings.,,18 Despite this reservation,
Eddy asked the artist to send him a number of black-and-white
works as well, a request that Klee complied with by return mail.
After tough negotiations, which tell us something of the two pro-
tagonists'highly developed business sense, Klee and Eddy finally
agreed on the purchase of six works for a total of 400 marks
(fig. a).t9 In his choices Eddy was intent on securing a repre sen-
tative overview of Klee's work from the previous years.2o His se-

lection included the import ant Steínhauer II (getont) [Stonecutters
I I (tint e d,) I ( 19 10. 74), the only work of Klee,s thar had been repro-
duced in the Der Blaue Reiter almanac, which gave it a certain
documentary value.
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" Cubists and Post-lmpressionism "

In his epoch-making book Cubists and Post-Imþressionism (1914),

Eddy devoted a full four pages to Klee's work in the chapter "The
New Art in Munich," as much space as he allotted to Gabriele

Münter or Marianne von Werefkin-a clearjudgment of Klee's high

value for lirn.2l By.otnpa.ison, he gave Marc and AlexeiJawlensky

a page each, whereas Kandinsk¡ Ecldy's favorite, received a full

twenty-four.22

Of Klee, Eddy wrote: "There is another and almost unknown

artist, P. Klee, who is very higlily esteemed by the most advanced

men. There is certainly an exquisite refrnement to his line; it is so

alive it scintillates."23 Eddy definitely tagged Klee, whose artistic

importance he found difÊcult to assess, as a draftsman rather than

a painter. Furthelmore, the attribute "exquisite refrnement" had a

somewhat negative connotation in Eddy's terminology, suggesting

that he had certain reservations about Klee's idiosyncrasy. SigniÊ

icantl¡ he reproduced Klee's pen-and-brush wash drawing Døs

Haus an der Brüche [The House fu the Bridge] (1911.58, flg. 5) in

the chapter "What Is Cubism," which was devoted to Pablo

Picasso, and not where it rightly belonged, in "The New Alt in
Munich."24 Apparentþ Klee's delicate "Post-Impressionist" draw-

ing did not fit into Eddy's concept of the new art in Munich, which

he de scribed, using the example of Kandinsk¡ as "sþiritual . ..

based on the inner fworld]" and future-oriented ("before him an

unlimited view").z5 This was in contrast to the Cubism of Picasso,

which he characterized as "þþsical" and"based onthe outerworld"

-further describing Picasso's work as at an "impasse," with the

explanation that "further plogress is impossible, further scientific

subdivision is unattainable, his art in that direction is finished."26

Eddy represented the type of middle-class collector that was

typical of America bul new to Europe, collectors who had amassed

a considerable fortune as entrepreneurs, merchants) or attorneys.

In the eyes of established European collectors, who came from the

nobility and the upper class, these Americans were parvenus lack-

ing in family tradition. But it was precisely this supposed lack that

proved to be these collectors' strength. They viewed the artists they

supported as kindred spirits who,like themselves, had shrugged

offinherited values and traditions to se ek new ways of selÊrealiza-

tion as individualists capable of taking risks. In his foreword to

Cubists and Post-Imþressionism,Eddy explicitly referred to this

spiritual affinity between the rising class of business and profes-

sional people in America and contemporary artists: "The young

painter looks at the great painters of yesterday and exclaims,'What

is the use? I cannot excel them in their way; I must do something

in my own way.'It is lhe same in business; the young merchant

studies the methods of the successful men in his line and says, 'It
is idle form lo copy their methods. I will do something in my own

way,'and he displays his goods differentl¡ advertises differentl¡

conducts his business diflerentl¡ and if successful is hailed as a ge-

nius, ifa failure he is regarded as a visionary or an eccentric the

result making all the difference in the world in the verdict of the

public." 27

88 CUBISTS AND POST.IMPRESSIONISM
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PauIKee, Das Haus an d¿r Brüclte [The House by the

BrídgQ, 79 17.58. Pen and brush wasb on paper rnounted

on cardboard, dinensions unknowr. Location unlarown.

Reprodnced ìn Arthur Jerome Ecìdy, Cubists and Post-

Intþr'essionism (Chicago: A. C. McClurg, 1914),87 88.
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Klee and America

But what was Klee's relationship to American culture? His intellec-

tual and artistic consciousness was informed by the classic Western

intellectual and educational canon-even though, in the manner

of Friedrich Nietzsche, he was wholly critical and confrontational

in his approach to it. Yet his engagement was largely with Euro-

pean artists and thinkers. In his creative work, in his writings-
some several thousand pages of them-and in his personal library

there are only marginal traces of any reaction to America before

1920. He mentioned Whistler (who was American by birth, to be

sure, but was considered an English painter)28 and made passing

reference to Loie Fuller, the American dance icon of the Belle

Epoque whom Klee had seen in Rome in 1g02.29

This relative indifference to American culture was in contrast

to his friends Münter and August Macke . Münter, who had visited

her relatives in Texas with her sister Emmy in 1898, encountered

important stimuli during her sta¡ while Macke, Klee's friend and

traveling companion in Tünisia in 1914, adored the writings of Walt

Whitman and the world of the American Indian, both of which left

their mark on his art (frS. 0). Klee's attitude was also quite unlike

that of such fellow painters as George Grosz, Otto Dix, or Rudolf

Schlichter, who were fascinated by the myth of the "Wild West"

and who saw America as a source of artistic inspiration, a screen

on which to project one's ideal of a free, selÊdirected life.30

The Coming of the First World War

Artistic exchange between Germany and ùe United States came to

an abrupt end with the outbreak of World War I. Relations between

artists and collectors from lhe two countries were almost com-

pletely severed in 1917 as the two nations became enemies battling

each other with propaganda. Under the circumstances, Herwarth

Walden was taking a risk when he gave Feininger his first one-

person show in the Galerie Der Sturm in Berlin in September 1917,

succeeding only because in Germany Feininger was not perceived

as American. Once the United States entered the war, however,

the artist himself came under police surveillance as an enemy alien,

As a reservist, Klee was drafted into the German army on

March 11, 1916. A week before , the artist Marc, who had wel-

comed the war as an act of major renewal, had been killed at the

front near Verdun. In contrast to his friend, Klee saw the war as a

senseless human catastrophe instigated by the great powers, and

he portrayed it in that light in his work (fiS. 7). At the same time-
in a wholly different way-Marsden Hartle¡ one of the few Amer-

ican abstractionists at the Armory Show in 1913, was also dealing

with the militarization of German¡where in 1912he had become

fascinated with Kandinsky's artistic concepts. On a return lrip in

1914-15,he noted the military splendor of Berlin at the beginning

of the war, and he would later transform the display of such mili-

tary insignia as medals, banners, and flags into emblematic, brightþ

colored paintings that absorb the abyss of war into their pattern of

ornamental decor (fig. 8).31

Fig.6
August Macke, 1z dianer find.ians], 19 I I. Oil on canvas,

34% x 27 % tnches (88 x 70 cm). Private collection.

Fig.7
Paul Klee, Tittl auf dem SchlachtfeLd [Death on the BattLefiekl],

7914.172. Pen on paper on carclboard, 3 % x 6 % inches (9 x 17.6

cm). Zentrum Paul Klee, Livia Klee Donation, Bern, Switzelland.
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Klee's Connection with Albed Bloch,
the American Blue Rider

Klee's relationship with America during the war years and up until
1920 was limited to his encounters with the American painter
Albert Bloch,who lived in Munich berween 1909 and rg2r. Bloch

trator from 1905 to Ig09 after studying for a short time at St. Louis,s
School of Fine Arts.33 Until lg12 he served as a reviewer for the
journal, writing essays on the art scene in Germany.

In 19l1 Bloch became acquainted with Kandinsky and Marc.
They saw Blochts anti-academic, almost raw and ,,primitive,,_in

the positive sense-way ofpainting as an important instance of the
new "spiritual" art they meant to show in their programmatic ,,First

Exhibition by the Blaue Reiter publish ersl,34 That legendary show
was held in Munich's Galerie Thannhauser from _December 1g1l
to January 19i2 and include d six Bloch paintings_an astonish_
ingly high number. Eight more were shown in the second Blaue
Reiter exhibition held in Hans Gokz,s gallery from February to April
1912.35 By contrast, Klee was not represented at all in the first
show, although he had seventeen works in the second one.

Bloch later discounted this association with Munich and the
Blaue Reiter.36 He did, however, value his friendship with Marc.
In his reminiscences of his Munich years, Bloch wrote: ,,Only of
Franz Marc may I say that our acquaintance deepened to some_
thing like true friendship.,,37 After Marc,s death in Verdun, Bloch
drew somewhat closer to the deceased artist,s best füends, Heinrich

ined the circle later, I
an altogether delighr
describe Klee,s art as

follows: "Perhaps Paul Klee is the strangest figure in all that group
ofpainters, who were my Íüends and comrades in Munich. \4/him-
sical, winsome, wayward, his little sheets of drawing and water_
color, with an occasional small picture painted in oil, look at first
sight like the daubs and scrawls of a willful, destructive child_of
a child neyer grown up, living alone, walled offfrom the world in
some undreamt garden of wonderland, or in some forgotten corner
of hell.... Upon me the work of paul Klee has from the beginning

Fig. 8
Marsden Hartle¡ The lron Cross, lglb. Oil on canvas,47 /t x
47 % inchæ (120 x 120 cm). Washington Universiry Gallery of
Art, St. Louis, University purchase, Bixby Funcl, 1g52.
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exerted a strange fascination, as great a fascination as the man him-

self, with his rare, impish humor."39 Bloch's retrospective judg-

ment of Klee as a wondrous mystic who created his works as

though in a dream was influenced by the portrayal of the artist in
the first monographs on him, which appeared just after the First
World War, a portrayal encouraged by Klee himself.aO

Early in their friendship, KIee and Bloch shared rhe rwo-

person show ttPaul Klee and Albert Bloch,tt mounted in March

1916 by Walden in Berlin's Galerie Der Sturm.4l The exhibition

featured sixteen paintings by Bloch and forty-five watercolors,

drawings, and paintings by Klee. The Berlin press responded

favorably to Bloch's work, but harshly criticized Klee,s.42 Out of
soÌidarity with KIee, Bloch wrote a letter of protest to Walden:

"It is unbearable to me to be praised this way in contrast to Paul

Klee.... I would like to protest publicly.... The only things thar

prevent me are my dread of coming forward in such a personal mat-

ter and my fear of giving the impression that Paul Klee in arry way

requires the assistance of others."43 Walden promptly published

the letter in the April issue of his journal Der Sturm.44

As the relationship between the two artists intensifled during
the war years of 'l,gI7-I8,45 

Bloch's pictorial vocabulary began to

approach more closely that of Klee. Bloch's paintings from these

years-with their stylized plants or cipherlike trees blending with
architectural elements, small houses, and churches in fantastic,

often nocturnal landscapes-greatly resemble Klee,s painting of
the time both in form and subject matter (figs. 9 and 10; see also

Schulhaus [SchoolhouseJ 11920.23,p1. 4]). This affrnity culmi-
nated in an untitled work from 1918 that Bloch considered an

"homage" to Klee, which he gave to him (fig. I2). He also presented

Klee with the watercolor and pen dravøngZum Klownbild, VI [For
the Clown Picture f4 Qgl4),while it is probable that Klee left
Bloch three works as gifts.46 Bloch's "homage,, to KIee shows two

men, two houses, and a cow in a mountain landscape, Annegret
Hoberg interprets the figure on the left, wearing a hat, as a self-por-

trait of Bloch, and she suggests that he is wishing he could hold
back the Paul Klee figure, with the characteristic dark beard, who
has turned his back and is walking away from him. The ciphers

for trees and the whitish, transparent silhouettes of the houses look
as if they could have been taken from a picture by Klee. A photo-
graph of KIe e's atelier in Schlösschen Sure snes in Munich from

lra .,-. ! ,L..t i 'it
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Fig. 9
Paul KJee, Lantlschaft der Vergangenheit fLandscaþe of the PastJ,
1918.44. Watercolor and gouache on papel on cardboard,ST/e x 103/a

inches (22.6 x 26.3 cm). Private collection.

Fig. 10
Plrotograph from Albert Bloch's record book, vol. 2; top: Night in the
Valle2, I9l7;bottom: Desert¿d. ViIIage, 1917 .
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Fig.'11
Paul Klee's atelier in Schlösschen Suresnes in Munich, 1920; to the
left of the door frame in the bottom row:PaulK)eerZerstörtes Dorf
I D es troy d. VillageJ, 1920.130; ro rhe lefr of rhar: Albert Bloch,
Untitled (Land:caþe with Tuo Men, Tuo Horces, arul a Cou),7glg

Fig.12
Albert Bloch, Untitleð. (Landscaþe uith Two fu[en, Two Houes,
and a Cow), 19 18. Oil on canva s, LlY+ x 18 Ve inches (29 x 48 cm).
Kunstmuseum Bern, Gift of Livia Klee.
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1920 (fig. ll) shows how much Klee valued Bloch's present, for

he hung it next to his own oilpaintingZerstörtes Dorf [Destroyd'

VittageJ (1920.130). That Klee should have placed precisely this

work next to Bloch's landscape may have had to do with the fact

that Bloch usually gave titles to his pictures that reflected the hor-

rors of the war, like Deserted Village, Deserted Villa,and' Night in

the VaLLey (see fig. 10).47

Conclusion

The Klee works that once belonged to Eddy are now lost.48

Records of those works, along with the memory of the friendship

between Klee and Bloch, provide the few, nearly vanished traces

of Klee's first weak contact with America. Yet they also serve as a

prelude, as it were, to the lively appreciation that Klee's work would

meet with in America in the 1920s.

For Edd¡ the European avant-garde served as a stimulus to

American artists: "The net result is that American art has received

another impulse forward; it will do bigger and finer and saner

things. It will not copy the eccentricities, the exaggerations, the

morbid enthusiasms of fEurope], because America as yet is not

given to eccentricities and morbidness-though it may be to a

youthful habit of exaggeration. America is essentially sane and

healthful-say quite practical-in its outlook, hence it will absorb

all that is good in the extreme modern movement and reject what

is bad."49

That willingness to absorb the ttgood" in the European avant-

garde led both to Bloch's modernist-influenced paintings during

his German sojourn, and to the early and tentative appreciation for

the works of Klee on the part of collectors like Eddy. Inde ed it was

in part his unshakable optimism and faith in progress that enabled

Eddy to risk embracing the unconventional in art, and that would

make a subsequent understanding of Klee in America possible'
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